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L.1$Essen)al,Ques)on,

How do people today
get what they
want and need?

How did people long ago
get what they
wanted and needed?

Lessons 1,2,3,4

How do people get what they want and need?
Today

When?
Where do people go?

store

Long Ago

market

market

How do people get here?

What do people get here?

How do the goods arrive
here?

Do people pay with money
or trade goods?
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source

natural resource

Lesson&3&Sort:&&&
Transporta)on*long*ago*and*today*
Each*group/*pair*gets*a*set*of*images,*words,*and*one*Venn*diagram*printed*on*11X17*paper.**Groups/*
pairs*sort*images*into*a*Venn*Diagram*to*show*how*modes*of*transporta)on*are*similar*and*diﬀerent*
today*and*long*ago.**Once*pictures*are*sorted,*students*match*words*to*images.**
Students*must*jus)fy*their*choices,*and*iden)fy*what*modern*modes*of*transport*have*in*common.*In*
discussion,*push*students*to*infer*why*we*have*certain*modes*of*transporta)on*today*that*we*did*not*
have*long*ago.**In*addi)on,*ask*students*which*modes*from*long*ago*people*s)ll*use*today*and*why.**

DraH,*Fall*2013*

horse&
wagon&
car&
moped&

camel&
bicycle&
bus&
boat&

foot&
airplane&
train&

L.4$Tea(Long(Ago(&(Today(
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Lesson 4- cut, sort, and glue pictures for source & product

resource

source

What do people want

Where does this come from in

What do people make with

Why is this important

or need?

nature?

this resource?

to people?

sugar

coffee

product

value

resource

gold

salt
Add another example &
draw:

source

product

value
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People want sugar
to
make their food sweet .
People need water
drink

to

.

People need salt
keep water in their bodies
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to

.

People want gold
sell or make jewelry

to

People want coffee
feel awake in the morning

to
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L.6:%Week%2/3%Focus%Ques2on%

Why%is%Sandra%late%to%school?%
What%are%the%causes?%%

Lesson&6:&&Week&2/3&focus&ques2on.&&

What were the causes
of the gold and salt
trade?

Lesson 7- Maps- One map per group (need 2 color maps per table so all can see)

In what countries do most Tuareg people live?

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b5/Tuareg_Karte.jpg

Most Tuareg live in ______________________________
________________________________________________.

In what countries do most Malinke (Manding) people
live?

http://kcm.co.kr/bethany/p_maps4/2212.gif

Most Malinke live in _________________________________
___________________________________________________.

What does this map show about the
land of Tuareg and Malinke?

Circle the area on the map where many Tuareg live.
Put an X on the map where many Malinke people live.

Do most Tuareg live in a desert? ____________
There is very little ____________.
Can people travel by boat? ________________

Do most Malinke live in a desert?
There are many ______________________.
Can people travel by boat? ________________

What does this map show about the resources that the
Tuareg and Malinke have?

Circle the area on the map where many Tuareg live.
1. Tuareg land has a lot of __________________________.
Put an X on the map where many Malinke people live.
2. Malinke land has a lot of _________________________.

What does this map show about
the Tuareg and Malinke people long ago?

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/dd/West_Africa_Catalan_Atlas.jpg
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THINK

WONDER
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People(travel(by(_________.((

camel(

horse(

foot(

boat(

bicycle(

wagon(

truck(

car(
moped(
airplane(

bus(

train(

Lesson 8,9,10

Salt and Gold Trade Causes- Text Questions: For the Teacher
Use the following text questions during lesson 8,9,and 10. (If you are using
a published text, you will need to generate questions to match the text.)
Partners will also generate their own questions in lesson 9. You will select a
set of questions for students to answer in writing on Friday. First they will do
this in pairs, then in an independent learning log.
In the Text- Right There (literal)
1. What are two ways that the human body loses salt?
2. What can people make with gold?
3. Why is gold valuable?
4. What natural resource is abundant in the Sahara Desert?
What resource is scarce?
5. What natural resource is abundant in West Africa (Sub Saharan)?
What resource is scarce?
6. Where in the earth do salt and gold come from?
What is the source?
7. Why did people trade salt for gold long ago?
8. Who has carried the salt across the desert for many years?
9. How do they travel?
10. Why do the Tuareg use camels for transportation?
11. What is a caravan? Why do the Tuareg travel in caravans?
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Lesson 8,9,10

In the Text- Think and Search (some simple inference)
1. What can happen if humans do not have salt?
2. Is salt a resource people need or want?
3. Is gold a resource people need or want?
4. If you go from Taghaza to Timbuktu, which direction do you travel?
5. How are gold and salt similar?
6. How are gold and salt mines similar?

In my Head (more complex inference)
1. Why is it difficult and dangerous to work in a mine?
2. The desert is a difficult place to live. Why do people live there?
3. The desert is very hot in the day. Why do people wear a lot of
clothes?
4. Why were there many different trade routes for salt and gold?
5. Why did one trade route follow the Niger River?
6. Today gold is more valuable than salt. Why did salt and gold have
equal value long ago?
7. Different ethnic groups from different parts of Africa, with different
cultures and languages met to trade.

What happened when they

met?
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What were the causes of the
Salt and Gold Trade?
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Why do people need salt?

Salt is an important resource.
Everybody needs salt to function. But
your body cannot make salt, so you
must eat it. Too much salt is not
healthy. But your body needs some

We lose salt when we sweat.

salt to survive.

We lose salt when we urinate.
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Why do people want gold?
Gold is valuable and important
in many cultures. People can make
jewelry and other things with gold.
You can sell gold to make a lot of
money, so it is valuable.

Long ago, some regions in Africa
had abundant gold but no salt. Other
areas in Africa had abundant salt but
no gold. So people traded salt for
gold.
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Where is salt abundant?
Salt and Gold Trade

Salt is abundant in the Sahara
Desert. Look on the map. You can
see the areas with abundant salt.

Color the salt mines blue.
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Salt comes from under the
ground, so people have to take
it from mines. This is a salt mine.
Working in a salt mine is very
difficult and dangerous.

salt mine
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Where is gold abundant?
Salt and Gold Trade

Gold is abundant in West
Africa, so people call West Africa
the Gold Coast. Look on the
map. You can see the areas with
abundant gold.

Color the gold mines yellow.
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Similar to salt, gold comes
from the ground. Like salt, people
extract, or take, gold from mines.
This is a gold mine. Working in a
gold mine is also very difficult and
dangerous.

http://www.pbs.org

gold mine

http://www.pbs.org/newshour/rundown/12-hour-workdays-for-child-miner-in-burkina-faso/
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Why did people trade salt and gold long ago?

=

Long ago in North Africa,
there was a lot of salt but no gold.
In West Africa, there was a lot of
gold but no salt. So the groups
traded salt for gold.

People in

West Africa needed salt, so they
traded one ounce of gold for one
ounce of salt. Long ago, salt and
gold had equal value!
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Who carried the salt?

The Tuareg people live in the Sahara Desert.
They have lived in the desert for thousands of
years. They have adaptations to survive there.
They have traveled by camel for many years in the
desert. Camels do not need a lot of water, so
Tuareg use camels for transportation, to carry salt
to trade.
Unit 2 Social Studies
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How did the Tuareg people travel?
The Tuareg traveled across the

Salt and Gold Trade

desert on trade routes. The desert is
dangerous, so Tuareg traveled in
groups called caravans. The
caravans had many people and
camels. Tuareg traveled in
caravans for protection against
robbers.

Color the trade routes red.

camel caravan
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Lesson 8- Use the present and past tense verb match as a before reading task, in order to draw student attention to verbs in the text. In partners,
students first read and translate present tense verb cards (cut from this document) into home language or acting out to ensure meaning. Generate
oral sentences as a class. Then following a model, partners receive the past tense cards and match them to present tense form. Draw attention to
the ‘ed’ ending of many of the verbs and their pronunciation, as well as the fact that some verbs have a different word in the past. Generate oral
sentences with past tense verbs. Students then use the list of past tense verbs and scan the text to underline the past tense verbs.

today
present
is
have
trade
Unit 2 Social Studies

long ago
past
was
had
traded
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Lesson 8- Use the present and past tense verb match as a before reading task, in order to draw student attention to verbs in the text. In partners,
students first read and translate present tense verb cards (cut from this document) into home language or acting out to ensure meaning. Generate
oral sentences as a class. Then following a model, partners receive the past tense cards and match them to present tense form. Draw attention to
the ‘ed’ ending of many of the verbs and their pronunciation, as well as the fact that some verbs have a different word in the past. Generate oral
sentences with past tense verbs. Students then use the list of past tense verbs and scan the text to underline the past tense verbs.

need
live
travel
carry
want
Unit 2 Social Studies
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Week 4 After Reading Extension- The following adjectives are in this week’s text. Remind students that adjectives are words that describe people,
places, and things. Explain that ‘synonym’ is a word that means the same thing. Following a model, partners match the adjective with its synonym.
Then following a model, assign each pair of partners one adjective/ synonym to connect to the text and generate a sentence. For example for
‘abundant’ a sentence might be Salt was abundant in the Sahara Desert.

valuable
important
abundant a lot, plenty
scarce
a little, rare
difficult hard, not easy
dangerous
unsafe
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Week 4 After Reading Extension- The following adjectives are in this week’s text. Remind students that adjectives are words that describe people,
places, and things. Explain that ‘synonym’ is a word that means the same thing. Following a model, partners match the adjective with its synonym.
Then following a model, assign each pair of partners one adjective/ synonym to connect to the text and generate a sentence. For example for
‘abundant’ a sentence might be Salt was abundant in the Sahara Desert.

*Use one set of title cards below for each pair of partners

adjective from text
synonym
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Week 2/3 True-False: Partners read sentences about the text. Then sort strips into two groups- true and false.
Review as a class. When students share false sentences, ask them to change a word to make the sentence
true. Ask students to point to the picture or sentence in the text that proves sentences to be to true.

true
false
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Week 2/3 True-False: Partners read sentences about the text. Then sort strips into two groups- true and false.
Review as a class. When students share false sentences, ask them to change a word to make the sentence
true. Ask students to point to the picture or sentence in the text that proves sentences to be to true.

Salt is a natural resource in West
Africa.
Gold is a natural resource from
the ocean.
Today, salt and gold have equal
value.
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Week 2/3 True-False: Partners read sentences about the text. Then sort strips into two groups- true and false.
Review as a class. When students share false sentences, ask them to change a word to make the sentence
true. Ask students to point to the picture or sentence in the text that proves sentences to be to true.

Long ago, salt and gold had
equal value.
Gold and salt can come from
mines under the ground.
People need gold to survive.
Long ago, the Tuareg people
carried salt by train.
Unit 2 Social Studies
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Week 2/3 True-False: Partners read sentences about the text. Then sort strips into two groups- true and false.
Review as a class. When students share false sentences, ask them to change a word to make the sentence
true. Ask students to point to the picture or sentence in the text that proves sentences to be to true.

The Tuareg traveled in camel
caravans for protection.
The Tuareg ancestors lived in the
desert for many years, so the
Tuareg people have
adaptations to survive in the
desert.
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Week 2/3 True-False: Partners read sentences about the text. Then sort strips into two groups- true and false.
Review as a class. When students share false sentences, ask them to change a word to make the sentence
true. Ask students to point to the picture or sentence in the text that proves sentences to be to true.

Some trade routes followed
rivers, and other trade routes
crossed deserts.
Some maps show trade routes.
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Directions: Cut and match the word to the definition and picture. Make a sentence with your partner, using the word.

transport

carry across

translate

say in another language

trans-Sahara across the desert
transform
change shape
trans-Atlantic across the ocean
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Directions: Cut and match the word to the definition and picture. Make a sentence with your partner, using the word.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e0/Taking_bananas_to_market%2C_Mount_Kenya_region.jpg
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Directions: Cut and match the word to the definition and picture. Make a sentence with your partner, using the word.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b2/COLLECTIE_TROPENMUSEUM_Kamelenkaravaan_in_de_woestijn_TMnr_60056149.jpg
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Directions: Cut and match the word to the definition and picture. Make a sentence with your partner, using the word.

http://americanhistoryrules.com/divisionandreunion/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/slavesmiddlepassage.jpg
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Directions: Cut and match the word to the definition and picture. Make a sentence with your partner, using the word.

http://www.edplace.com/userfiles/image/butterfly%20life%20cycle.jpg
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Directions: Cut and match the word to the definition and picture. Make a sentence with your partner, using the word.

http://www.mc.vanderbilt.edu/root/sitebuilder/mcweb/images/interpreterservices/Interpreters.jpg
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Name:_____________________ Class:________________ Date:______________

Verbs
Today

Long Ago

Now

A long time ago

Nowadays

Many years ago

These days

Throughout history

In the present

In ancient history
In the past

Directions:

is

was

have

had

trade

traded

need

needed

want

wanted

live

lived

travel

traveled

carry

carried

Choose the correct verb to complete the sentence.

is - was
1. Today, salt __________ abundant in stores.
2. Long ago, salt _________ scarce in many places in the world.
have - had
3. A long time ago, markets ________ goods from only one region.
4. Now, stores _____________ goods from many places in the world.
Unit 2 Social Studies
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need-needed
5. Today, all people _______ salt for a healthy body.
6. In history, all people __________ salt too.
want-wanted
7. Throughout history, people _________ gold because it is valuable.
8. These days, people in many cultures _________ gold too.
trade-traded
9.

In the present, people ________ goods from different parts of the

world.
10. In the past, people __________resources from their environment.
live-lived
11.

Today, many Tuareg _________ in the Sahara Desert. This is the

land of their ancestors.
12.

A long time ago, Tuareg ____________ in the Sahara Desert too.

travel-traveled
13. Long ago, people _____________ in the desert only on camels.
14. Nowadays, people ____________ in the desert using different kinds
of transportation.
carry-carried
15. Today, trucks and airplanes ________ goods across the world.
16. In ancient history, only people and animals ___________ goods.
Unit 2 Social Studies
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Name:_____________________ Class:________________ Date:______________

Cloze
Causes of the Salt and Gold Trade
region

Trans-Saharan

carried

mines

robbers

ethnic group

resources

caravan

protection

goods

diverse

routes

West Africa and North Africa are two areas or ___________
of the African continent.

These regions are very ____________

because the land is different and many different groups of
people live here.

The Tuareg and Malinke are examples of

the different _________________________ in Africa.
Long ago, groups of people traveled long distances to
trade. Different groups, from different regions, had different
things or ___________ to trade.

The Tuareg ___________salt on

camels. The people of West Africa had gold. Both salt and
gold come from __________. Both were very important
__________ long ago and today.
The trade of salt and gold was called the ______________
trade because it crossed the Sahara Desert. Maps show the
different trade _________ that traders traveled.

The Tuareg

traveled in camel ___________, with many camels together.
The desert was dangerous, but the caravans gave traders
___________ from ________________.
Unit 2 Social Studies
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Name:_____________________ Class:________________ Date:______________

Cloze
Causes of the Salt and Gold Trade
trade

resources

abundant

scarce

dangerous

routes

caravan

transportation

1. I give you something. You give me something. This is ________.
2. Water is _____________ in the desert.
3. Gold is ________________ in West Africa.
4. Gold, salt, water, and sun are natural _______________.
5. Traveling in the desert is ___________________, or not safe.
6. People use camels for _________________ in the desert.
7. You can see trade ___________ on a map.
8. A _____________ is many camels traveling together.
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Directions: Cut and match the antonyms.

Antonyms- Words with opposite meanings

difficult

easy

dangerous

safe

scarce

abundant

equal

unequal

Unit 2 Social Studies
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Directions: Cut and match the antonyms.

valuable

invaluable

protect

rob

survive

die

buy

sell
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Social Studies
Unit 2
Week 3
Student Materials

Lesson 11-12

Group Task and Presentation Directions for the Teacher
Beginning in Unit 2, in ELA, Social Studies, and Science students will work on a
short group task and presentation in lessons 11-12 (week 3) and lessons 21-22
(week 5). Students will work in groups to prepare and present a collaborative
poster, tableau, or other creative product that shows evidence supporting a
claim.
Each group task and presentation will answer the focus question for that week’s
text. These lessons are designed as building blocks toward the deeper work
that students do with claim and evidence in Week 7 (Units 2-4).
It is important to check in with your team about this task in Weeks 3 and 5, to see
who has introduced the concepts of ‘claim’ and ‘evidence’ first and how.
Other content teachers can follow and build from there.
The purpose of the group task in lessons 11/12 and 21/22 is threefold:
1. Support claims with text evidence: The task sends students back to the
week’s focus question (a more specific version of the unit EQ) to answer it in the
form of a claim. The group then goes back into the text to find evidence to
support the claim. Evidence can come from a picture, map, or sentences in the
text. Students must learn how to support claims using a variety of sources (print
and non print).
This activity is highly scaffolded in Unit 2 and will be ‘gradually released’ to
students across the other units over the year. Students are not required to
generate the explanation of the evidence or a conclusion statement in this task
in Week 3, Unit 2. The focus is on supporting a claim with evidence. If you can
push some students to explain how the evidence supports the claim, then do so.
This should be the added instruction in Week 5 for this task.
2. Build Collaboration Skills: The task requires group members to work together
in both the completion and presentation of the task. Each student must
contribute a piece of work to the task and present a small part. It is important to
communicate to students that learning takes place in the group, but all
individuals are accountable for understanding the content.
3. Practice Oral Presentations: Each group will give a very brief (3-5 minutes)
presentation on the evidence they found to support the claim in response to the
focus question. In the beginning, these presentations will be very similar across
the groups. Students need to understand criteria of strong presentations, as well
as what it means to be an audience member. (See Presentation Outcomes &
Rubric in the Curriculum Introduction> Section 3).

Unit 2 Social Studies
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Lesson 11-12

Note about teaching the concept ‘evidence:’
Ideally, the concept of evidence has been introduced already. If it has not yet
been taught in any of the classes, you will need to do this using ‘close to home’
examples. You might show a picture of police looking for evidence after a
crime. Ask students what the police are looking for, make a list (fingerprints, hair,
tire tracks, etc) and then name these as ‘evidence.’ You might also create a
scenario using a ‘class crime.’

For the latter, explain that a class computer was

stolen and that you found (something that belongs to a student in class) next to
where the computer once was. Ask students who they stole the computer and
ask them to justify. Name the item found as ‘evidence.’

Elicit from students why

people need evidence, and arrive at an explanation like, “We need evidence to
prove something we say is true.” Practice with a few more examples. Explain
that when we say something, or make a ‘claim’ about something we are
studying, we also need to find ‘evidence’ to prove or support our claim.
that if we want people to believe our ideas, we need evidence.

Explain

In class, our

evidence will come from video, pictures, maps, and print.
To support claim evidence oral discussion across classes, see:
Teacher Toolbox> Academic Thinking & Discussion> Claim-Evidence

Unit 2 Social Studies
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Lesson 11-12

For Lesson 11:
For Unit 2 Social Studies, cause and effect is the organizational structure of the
Salt and Gold trade content and texts. Since this is the first time students will
engage in this task, it will be modeled and practiced as a whole class using an
example of cause and effect from the Unit 1 travel guide project.
You may use the student model travel guide in the curriculum or a strong student
project from your class. For Unit 2, you might need more than lessons 11-12 to
complete this activity. Take the time that is needed for this task.
Model- I DO:
• Return to the Week 2/3 focus question, “What were the causes of the salt and
gold trade?” Tell students that today they will answer this question and work
with their group to find the evidence in the text. Explain that you will show
them how to do this before they work in groups.
•

•

Students will work on this task on a sheet of chart paper in their group, so post
a blank sheet of chart paper to use for your model.
Return to the student model travel guide ‘Come Visit Tunisia’ from Unit 1 (or
other student project from your class). Project the power point to refresh
students’ memories.

•

Ask a question related to this project that requires cause/ effect thinking.
For example, “Why do people visit Tunisia? What are the causes?”

•

Refer to the related power point slides and think aloud as you make a claim to
answer the question about Tunisia.

•

•

•

•

There are several claims you might make. Be sure that whatever claim you
make can be supported by evidence from the images and text of the power
point. You might make the following claim from the slides: Many people visit
Tunisia to enjoy nature.
Copy this claim on the chart paper in red. Explain that the first sentence or
the claim will always be in red and evidence sentences will always be in blue.
This follows the paragraph structure for Bridges (Teacher Toolbox> Writing>
Paragraph Draft 1.)
Think aloud saying ‘Ok now I have to look for my evidence to prove or support
my claim. I want people to believe my claim, that people visit Tunisia to
enjoy nature.
Use key words to create the first evidence sentence. Your evidence
sentences will be written in blue. Your first evidence sentence might be: There
are beautiful beaches in Tunisia so people visit to swim.

Unit 2 Social Studies
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Lesson 11-12

•

Act this out and draw a small picture next your sentence, to represent the
idea visually.

Group Practice- WE DO:
•

Invite students to help you create another example from the powerpoint.
The second sentence might be: There are also mountains in Tunisia so
people visit to ski. After writing this sentence, act out and draw as well.

•

Repeat with students to create a third sentence.

•

The model chart might look like this:
Many people visit Tunisia to enjoy nature.
There are beautiful beaches in Tunisia, so people visit to
swim. (+ picture)
People also visit Tunisia to relax in the sun. (+ picture)
There are mountains in Tunisia so people visit to ski. (+
picture)

•

Read the red claim and three blue evidence sentences aloud then chorally.

Group Task- YOU DO:

•

•

Return to the focus question for Weeks 2/ 3: What were the causes of the
salt and gold trade?

•

Ask each table to generate on a sentence strip (using a red marker) a
claim in response to that question.

•

Each group shares and the class agrees on the best claim. This will be
one that is clear and specific, but not full of detail. The class claim might
be: People traded gold and salt long ago because salt and gold were
important resources.

•

Each group then begins to create their chart with the red claim sentence
and blue evidence sentences and illustrations.

As groups work, you circulate with your clipboard and observation checklist
to collect evidence for outcome LB5 Respect and Collaborate.
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Lesson 11-12

For Lesson 12 (and possibly 13):
Finish Posters:
•
Groups will most likely need more time to finish their evidence sentences.
A group’s final poster might look like the one below. Groups are NOT
required in Week 3 to generate green explanation sentences, but some
students might be ready and thus should be pushed with support. The
green sentences should not be modeled as a class with the Tunisia example,
because it will make the model too long and not all students can access this
level yet. (It should be modeled in Week 5 when they repeat this task with
effects.)
People traded gold and salt long ago because salt and
gold were important resources.
North Africa had abundant salt, but people wanted gold.
(+ picture)
Gold was important because it can make you rich.
West Africa had abundant gold, but people needed salt.
(+ picture)
People need salt to survive.
Tuareg people carried salt across the desert on camels.
The people and camels had adaptations to travel across
the desert to trade.

Practice Presentations:
•
In the group presentations, students cannot read the sentences. They must
practice the sentences and recite them. (This includes the green
explanation sentences for any groups who have included those.)
•

•

The different presentation roles might include:
o

Student 1: Recite the red claim sentence.

o

Student 2: Recite evidence sentence #1/ act out or show picture.

o

Student 3: Recite evidence sentence #2/ act out or show picture.

o

Student 4: Recite evidence sentence #3/ act out or show picture.

Encourage students to bring props to support the evidence.
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Lesson 11-12

•

Each group gets a few minutes to practice their presentation at the
beginning of class. Remind students that presentations should be clear,
facing audience. (Show a good/ not good example). Remind also that
reciting the sentences must be loud and clear.

Presentations:
•
As groups present, use clipboard and observation checklist to collect
evidence for the presentation outcomes.
•

Even if groups did not generate green explanation sentences, push
explanation through questions during the presentations.

•

Encourage audience members to listen and ask questions.
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Lesson 13- Cause-Effect

CAUSES

EFFECTS

Weeks 2-3

Weeks 4-5

People traded
gold and salt.

Lesson 13- More Important/ Less Important Information

more important
less important
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Lesson 13- More Important/ Less Important Information

Salt and gold are important
resources.
We buy salt in the store today.
Gold was abundant in West
Africa, but people needed salt.
Salt was abundant in North
Africa, but people wanted gold.
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Lesson 13- More Important/ Less Important Information

The Tuareg people transported
salt because they knew how to
travel across the desert by camel.
Tuareg people wear blue clothes.
Long ago, salt and gold had
equal value.
Working in salt and gold mines is
dangerous.
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Lesson 13- More Important/ Less Important Information

My father has a gold watch.
Camel caravans gave protection
from robbers.
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Lesson 13- More Important/ Less Important Information

Building Blocks to Summary
A summary page will be added to the interdisciplinary section of the Teacher
Toolbox page to support teaching summary across all classes. The concept of
summary and instructional approaches are similar across disciplines. Until that
document is complete and uploaded (Spring 2014), here are some notes to
guide your work with students on summary, beginning in Unit 2.
Summarizing requires the knowledge that some ideas are more important than
others as well as the skill of distinguishing between more important and less
important information. Unlike retell, which involves recounting the text in as
much detail as possible, summary focuses on the key ideas that convey the gist
of the text. Deciding what ideas are more important and less important is more
cognitively complex than recounting all of the details. SIFE tend to be more
skilled at retell than summary.
Importance in a text is always dependent on the type of text and the purpose
for reading. (cite Marzano) Importance in a narrative text is different from
importance in an informational text. Furthermore, within informational text, what
is important in a compare and contrast text differs from what is important in a
cause and effect text or problem solution text.
Graphic organizers show importance visually. They highlight important
information in different text structures. They illustrate the relationship between
the ideas within the text, which is related to purpose for reading. The essential
question and focus questions also help establish the purpose for reading and are
often related to the text structure. (See Teacher Toolbox> Text Structure &
Writing Process for graphic organizers that highlight importance.)
The text structure focus of Unit 2 is cause and effect. This is highlighted in the
focus questions about cause and effects, as well as in the signal words that
connect cause and effect ideas in the text. When summarizing a text using
cause and effect, students will practice using the signal words of cause effect
they have learned and practiced so far in Unit 2, including to, because, so.
Students might also use ‘and’ and ‘but’ to connect ideas in this text.
When introducing summary, explain to students that instead of retelling every
part of the text as they have been doing in partner read-retell, students will
summarize and focus on the most important information. Explain that summary
focuses on important information in the text. This includes facts, not personal
opinions or connections.
Before asking students to summarize the causes of the salt and gold trade, they
need to practice the more foundational skill of distinguishing more important
from less important information. See the sort on the following pages. You might
choose to introduce more important/ less important with a real life example then
follow up with the content sort.
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Lesson 13- More Important/ Less Important Information

Use the sort activity to teach students to distinguish between more important
and less important ideas. Model with an example, and have pairs or trios
complete the task. When deciding what is more/ less important, push students
back to the focus question. Ask, “Is this information in the text? Is it important
(connected to the focus question)?”
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Social Studies
Unit 2
Week 4
Student Materials

Lesson'16'

Inferring(the(Past(from(Images(
Eﬀects'of'Salt'and'Gold'Trade'

As'a'before'reading'ac6vity,'review'familiar'examples'of'cause'and'eﬀect.''Then'pose'
the'Week'4/5'focus'ques6on,'‘What'were'the'eﬀects'of'the'salt'and'gold'trade?’''''
Have'the'class'ﬁrst'brainstorm'before'looking'at'images.'''Next,''hand'each'group'a'set'
of'pictures'related'to'the'eﬀects'they'will'read'about'this'week.''Each'group'creates'a'
seeMthinkMwonder'chart'about'their'image'set.''''They'use'the'SEE'column'to'make'
observa6ons'from'the'pictures,'followed'by'inferences'about'the'eﬀects'of'the'trade'
in'the'THINK'column.'Finally,'they'will'generate'ques6ons.'''Each'group'shares'out'as'
you'project'each'set'of'images.''Keep'the'charts'posted'this'week'and'refer'back'to'
the'SEEMTHINKMWONDER'columns'as'they'read.''

Unit'2'Social'Studies''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''Bridges'to'Academic'Success'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''DraX,'Winter'2014'

Teacher(Reference:(((
Image(Sets(and(Eﬀects(
•
•
•
•
•

Group'1:''Spread'of'Islam'
Group'2:''Wealthy'Kingdoms'in'West'Africa'
Group'3:''Arrival'of'European'explorers'by'ship'
Group'4:''Timbuktu'center'of'learning'
Group'5:''Cultural'Diﬀusion'

Group(1(

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Nomad_prayer.jpg:

:::http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/dd/Djingareiber_cour.jpg:

h`ps://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/africa/africa_islam_87.jpg'

Group(2(

Unit'2'Social'Studies'''Bridges'to'Academic'
Success'''DraX,'Winter'2014'

http://blackhistorymonth2014.com/697/africanFcivilizationsF3/:

h`p://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/31/1818_Pinkerton_Map_of_Africa_M_Geographicus_M_AfricaMpinkertonM1818.jpg'

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c1/Mansa_Musa.jpg:

Group(3(

h`p://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:AMHM6459M
KB_Map_of_Europe,_Africa_and_Asia.jpg'
h`p://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/69/
Marchands_d'esclaves_de_GoréeM
Jacques_Grasset_de_SaintMSauveur_mg_8526.jpg'

h`p://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part1/1h306b.html'

Group(4(

h`p://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4f/TimbuktuMmanuscriptsMastronomyMmathema6cs.jpg'

h`p://www.nathanielturner.com/6mbuktumanuscripts.jpg'

Group(5(

h`p://mrgrayhistory.wikispaces.com/ﬁle/view/Africa_M_Sahara_Trade.jpg/244072815/960x618/Africa_M_Sahara_Trade.jpg'

Languages(of(Africa(Today(

h`p://jbMhdnp.org/Sarver/Maps/WC/wc11_languageafricam.jpg'

Lesson 16- Students match nouns which represent the ‘person’ to the verbs which represents the ‘action.’ Ask students what they notice, drawing
their attention to the frequent ‘er’ at the end of the noun, as well as its pronunciation. Teach students that the ‘er’ at the end of a noun is a signal or
clue that this is a person. These are common people and actions in Social Studies, and they will see several in this week’s text.

person
noun

action
verb

trader
traveler
ruler (king)

trade
travel
rule
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Lesson 16- Students match nouns which represent the ‘person’ to the verbs which represents the ‘action.’ Ask students what they notice, drawing
their attention to the frequent ‘er’ at the end of the noun, as well as its pronunciation. Teach students that the ‘er’ at the end of a noun is a signal or
clue that this is a person. These are common people and actions in Social Studies, and they will see several in this week’s text.

controller
student
learner
speaker
explorer
writer
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L.16%Weeks*4/5*Focus*Ques3on*

What*happened*because**
Sandra*was*late*to*school?**

What*were*the*eﬀects?**

h"p://art.ngﬁles.com/images/48/torithefox_late9for9art9class.jpg;

Label;the;Causes*(C);and;Eﬀects*(E)*
Sandra;was;late;to;school;so;she;missed;her;test.;;
Sandra;was;late;to;school.;;As*a*result,*she;missed;
her;test.;;
Sandra;missed;her;test;because;she;was;late;to;
school.;;

Lesson;16:;;Week;4/5;focus;quesHon;;

What were the effects
of the salt and gold
trade?

Lesson 17- Use the present and past tense verb match as a before reading task, in order to draw student attention to verbs in the text. In partners,
students first read and translate present tense verb cards into home language or acting out to ensure meaning. Generate oral sentences as a class.
Then following a model, partners receive the past tense cards and match them to present tense form. Draw attention to the ‘ed’ ending of many of
the verbs and their pronunciation, as well as the fact that some verbs have a different word in the past. Generate oral sentences with past tense
verbs. Students then use the list of past tense verbs and scan the text to underline the past tense verbs.

today long ago
is
are
make
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Lesson 17- Use the present and past tense verb match as a before reading task, in order to draw student attention to verbs in the text. In partners,
students first read and translate present tense verb cards into home language or acting out to ensure meaning. Generate oral sentences as a class.
Then following a model, partners receive the past tense cards and match them to present tense form. Draw attention to the ‘ed’ ending of many of
the verbs and their pronunciation, as well as the fact that some verbs have a different word in the past. Generate oral sentences with past tense
verbs. Students then use the list of past tense verbs and scan the text to underline the past tense verbs.

control
come
learn
speak
study
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Lesson 17- Use the present and past tense verb match as a before reading task, in order to draw student attention to verbs in the text. In partners,
students first read and translate present tense verb cards into home language or acting out to ensure meaning. Generate oral sentences as a class.
Then following a model, partners receive the past tense cards and match them to present tense form. Draw attention to the ‘ed’ ending of many of
the verbs and their pronunciation, as well as the fact that some verbs have a different word in the past. Generate oral sentences with past tense
verbs. Students then use the list of past tense verbs and scan the text to underline the past tense verbs.

bring
spread
know
write
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Lessons 18-20

What were the effects of the
Salt and Gold Trade?
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Lessons 18-20

Wealthy Kingdoms

The salt and gold trade was called the
Trans-Saharan Trade.

The trade routes

went across the Sahara Desert. Kings in
West Africa controlled these routes. As a
result, ancient West African kingdoms
became wealthy and powerful.
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:MALI_empire_map.PNG

Mali was one of the ancient
Mansa Musa

kingdoms of West Africa.

Sundiata Keita

(the “Lion King”) and Mansa Musa were
famous kings of Mali long ago. The salt
and gold trade made ancient Mali
powerful.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c1/Mansa_Musa.jpg
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Lessons 18-20

Many people came to the city of

Trading Centers

Timbuktu to trade. As a result, people
learned about different cultures,
languages and ideas from around the
world.
Timbuktu also became a center for
education. Arab traders from North
Africa spoke and wrote in Arabic, so
people in Timbuktu learned to read and
write in Arabic.
There was a university with many
books in Arabic, including the Koran.
People studied math, medicine,
astronomy, and religion in Timbuktu.
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Lessons 18-20

Spread of Religion
Long ago, most people in
West Africa practiced traditional
religions. But the salt and gold
trade spread new religion to West

ISLAM

Africa.
Most traders from North
Africa were Muslim. When they
came to West Africa to trade, they
brought their religion, Islam. As a
result, many people in West Africa
today are Muslim.
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Lessons 18-20

Explorers from Europe
Because of trade, Europeans
knew about the abundant resources
in Africa.

As a result, some

Europeans traveled to West Africa.
These travelers were called explorers.
They came from Portugal, Spain,
England and other countries.
Explorers came and traded goods
with people in West Africa.

What do you think explorers were looking for?
What do you think they traded?
Unit 2 Social Studies
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Lesson 18,19,20

Salt and Gold Trade Effects- Text Questions: For the Teacher
See Teacher Toolbox> Reading Comprehension> Text Questions for more
details on the types of questions to ask students.
Use the following text questions during lesson 18-20. (If you are using a
published text, you will need to generate questions to match the text.)
Partners will also generate their own questions in lesson 19. You will select
a set of questions for students to answer in writing on Friday. First they will
do this in pairs, then in an independent learning log.
In the Text- Right There (literal)
1. Why was the salt and gold trade called the Trans-Saharan Trade?
2. Who were two famous kings in West Africa?
3. Why did many people come to Timbuktu?
4. What did people learn from each other when they met?
5. What language did people in Timbuktu learn to read and write?
6. What subjects did people study in Timbuktu?
7. What religion did many people in West African practice long ago?
8. What religion did Arab traders bring with trade?
9. How did Europeans travel to Africa long ago?
10. What are some countries that Europeans came from?
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Lesson 18,19,20

In the Text- Think and Search (some simple inference)
1. How did kingdoms become rich and powerful with the salt and
gold trade?
2. Look at the map. Why was Timbuktu a center of trade?
3. Why did people learn new languages and cultures in Timbuktu?
4. How did the Islam religion spread to West Africa?
5. Europeans in Africa were called ‘explorers.’ Explore means to look
for something in a new place. What were Europeans looking for?
Why?
In my Head (more complex inference)
1. How can controlling trade routes make kingdoms rich?
2. What does Timbuktu show about West Africa long ago?
3. Why did so many people convert (change) their religion to Islam?
4. Europeans traveled to Africa look for gold and other valuable
resources.

Gold was scarce in Europe. Why is a scarce resource

very valuable?
5. Look at the picture on page 6. What does this picture show about
the trade between Europeans and West Africans long ago?
6. The kingdom of Mali was long ago was wealthy and powerful.
Today the country of Mali has many economic problems. What do
you think happened? (students are not learning this history yet,
only inferring)
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Week 4 After Reading Extension- The following adjectives are in this week’s text. Remind students that adjectives are words that describe people,
places, and things. Explain that ‘synonym’ is a word that means the same thing. Following a model, partners match the adjective with its synonym.
Then following a model, assign each pair of partners one adjective/ synonym to connect to the text and generate a sentence. For example for
‘wealthy’ a sentence might be The West African kingdoms became wealthy with the salt and gold trade.

wealthy
rich
powerful
strong
famous well known
ancient
very old
traditional customary
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Week 4 After Reading Extension- The following adjectives are in this week’s text. Remind students that adjectives are words that describe people,
places, and things. Explain that ‘synonym’ is a word that means the same thing. Following a model, partners match the adjective with its synonym.
Then following a model, assign each pair of partners one adjective/ synonym to connect to the text and generate a sentence. For example for
‘wealthy’ a sentence might be The West African kingdoms became wealthy with the salt and gold trade.

*Use one set of title cards below for each pair of partners

adjective from text
synonym
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